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ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
REPRESENTED BY DIRICHLET SERIES 
We shall suppose in this chapter tha t  uc= - co, in other 
words, that  the series (1) converges for each value of J. 
It represents then an entire function I+), that  is to  say, a 
function holomorphic in the whole plane. Since D < m, we 
have also UA = - m, and the function is bounded on each 
straight line u = ul. 
Let us set 
3M(u)=1. U. b. IF(u+i t ) ) .  
J. Ritt [18] has introduced the notion of an order of an 
entire function represented by a Dirichlet series, which is 
different from the order of this function, when it is consid- 
ered independently of the fact that  it is given by a Dirichlet 
series. A ( u )  being given as above, the quantity 
- (4 <I< (4 
(93) 
log2tM(u) 
p =lim sup 
n = - o o  - U  
shall be called the order (R) of F ( s ) .  The order ( R )  of F ( s )  
is not t o  be confused with the order of F ( s )  when it is con- 
sidered merely as a function of J, without taking into special 
account the fact that  it is given by a Dirichlet series. The 
order of F(J) is, as is well known, the quantity 
logzMl(r) 
logr  ' S =lim sup 
where M,(r) =Max I F(J) I .  For instance, if F ( s )  =e-# then 
I s1  = y  
'log* a=log(log a). 
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p =0, 6 = 1. Obviously if the order (R) of Ca,e-n* is p,  then 
p is the order (in the classical sense, 6) of Ca,zn. The fol- 
lowing theorem is due to  Ritt [18] : 
THEOREM XXIII. If F ( s )  =Ca.e-XnS, with 
> 0, g*F= - CQ, lim inf -logn  
An 
then a necessary and suficient condition f o r  F ( s )  to be of order 
(R) equal to p is that 
(94) lim sup l o g 1 4  - -! 
n = m  X, log Xn p' 
m ; f p = O  . ) (with --= 1 - P 
Let F ( s )  be of a jinite order ( R )  equal to  p. Since for 
each u :  
and since, 61 >O given, we have, by (93) for --(r sufficiently 
large : 
log A( u)  < e - ( p + * ~ ) ~ ,  
we see that,  for -u  sufficiently large : 
I a n  I S,M(u)eLu, 
log I a, I 5 log a ( u )  +Ana <e++*')" +Ana. 
Since the right-hand expression in this inequality takes 
its minimum a t  
A n  
IT= -(P+61)-'log- 
P + 61' 
which tends to - 00 as n tends to  00, we see that ,  for n 
sufficiently large : 
log I a, I I min (e-(p+*l)' +Ana) 
- m < u < m  
which gives immediately : 
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and since a1 is positive, arbitrary, it could be dropped in 
this inequality, that  is to  say: 
logIan1 5 _ _  1 lim sup 
n = w  An log A, P' (95) 
If, on the other hand, this inequality holds with p < 00, 
then to  each 61 > O  there corresponds a quantity B(&)  such 
that  la,l <B(al)e vta?10ghn=B(61)An-P, and 
(96) 
- 
1 h" -- 
An 
a ( u )  5 I a, I 5 B( 6,) C x,-P+s1 e-hnu 
-- . C e - a x 9 ~ 1 0 g h ,  where 
But from lirn inf ->O, it follows that  
h,log X n - h  - sB(6 , )  Max e p t m  
6, 
n 21 
x a =  
( P  + 61) ( P  +2 61)' n = m  log% 
A, >b log n ( b  >0, n 5 1) and 
< a. ge --oxn log hn < e --ob log n log An --ob log hn 
2 
Thus, by (96), for - u  sufficiently large: 
1 
a ( u )  5 C( 6,) Max e-ps:!lhlOgxn-hu 
)I 21 
-- x log x -@+2u) -(1+;), 6 C( 6,) Max e ~ + 2 6 1 - "  = C( 8 , )  e e 
x go 
where k = - . Thus for - u  large: 
P +2 61 
(97) 
lOg?JM(U) 
lim sup 5 P.  
c = - w  - U  
We have thus proved that  from (95) with p <  m follows 
(97) and from (97) with p < m follows (95). This is obviously 
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equivalent t o  our statement (even in the case where p = a). 
We shall now introduce the notion of an order in a hori- 
zontal strip. Let S(R)  be a horizontal strip of width 2R 
that  is to  say, the set of points s with I t - tol  <R, where to 
is fixed. If F ( s )  is holornorphic in g((R)(S(R) closed) we 
shall set for each u :  
and the quantity : 
logzMs(u) = ps lim sup 
shall be called the order of F(r) in the strip S.  
We shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM XXIV. If F ( s )  =xane-Ans, with 
g = - m  -0- 
ucp = - 00, lim inf -A,) > 0, 
and ;f the order (R)  of F ( s )  is positive, then the order of F(s )  
in each horizontal strip S(?ra), with a > D, is  equal to the order 
(4 of F b ) .  
It follows from the hypotheses on {A,&} that  
x lim inf >0, 
I l = c o  logn 
and D<m. 
If  p is the order ( R )  of F(J) in the plane, then, by Theorem 
XXIII, since the conditions of that  theorem are satisfied: 
(98) 
l o g 1 4  = _ _  1 
n = m  x, log A,, p' lim sup 
If S(ra)  is the strip ( t - t o I  <TU, and if 
M l ( u j + i t o )  =MaxIF(s) j  
when s E C(uj+ito, T U ) ,  we see by Theorem XVI that,  for 
u j  arbitrary : 
where K is a constant. By (98), & > O  given, there exists a 
sequence { n i l  such tha t :  
(99) log Mi(aj+ito) ;IloglanI -logAn-X,uj-K, ( n r l ) ,  
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( 100) 
and by Theorem XVII : 
A n  log Anj, ( j z l ) ,  
log A, ~ lim sup - a, 
n = w  An 
that  is t o  say: 
(101) log A, <PA,, (n 2 11, 
where P is a constant. 
Let us denote by sj*=uj*+ito* a quantity such tha t  
Ml(ui+ito) = I F ( s y )  1 .  It is obvious that M8(uj*) 2Ml(ui+ito) 
and tha t  uj*=uj+ki ,  where ( k j (   TU. If we choose uj such 
as to  have u j =  - 
such tha t  (100) holds, the inequality (99) allows us to write 
log Ani,  where { n i l  is a sequence 
log M ~ ( G T )  =log ivB(ai+ki) =log ~s(-(:+261)10g X n j + f i j )  
We have therefore : 
and, since 61 >O is arbitrary, we have pa 2 p. But obviously 
ps ~ p ,  and therefore ps = p.  
This theorem was proved by the author [lo] and, in 
weaker form, in the paper already mentioned above by 
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Gergen and the author [14]. There, as we said above, the 
1 r6le of D is played by - where h =lim inf(A,+l -A,), and, as 
h 1 - 0 0  
we have said, >D. L =  
It should be remarked that  an order can also be defined 
in a curvilinear strip extending to  - Q) at  the left. If 
Z:=Z(s(u), R) is such a strip, we shall set 
M,(u) =MaxIF(u+it)  1, 
the maximum being taken when u is fixed, the point r+it 
belonging to  Z: and p c  =lim sup logzM(u). I n  the statement 
of Theorem XXIV “horizontal strip S ( n a ) ”  can be replaced 
by “curvilinear strip horizontal a t  the right and extending 
to  - 00 a t  the left, of width 2na,” and there is nothing to  
change in the proof of Theorem XXIV in order to  establish 
this new version of its statement. 
G. Julia proved the following theorem [15]. If f(z) is an 
entire function, there exists a straight line issuing from the 
origin such that  in each angle with vertex a t  the origin, 
and containing this line, f(r) takes infinitely many times 
each value except a t  most one. Such a line is called “line 
of Julia” or line J .  For a Taylor-D series this can be trans- 
lated in the following manner: If Za,e-na represents an en- 
tire function, F(r), then in each horizontal (closed) strip of 
width 2 n  there exists a line t=const.,  such that  in each 
horizontal strip containing this line F(r) takes infinitely 
many times each value except a t  most one. 
We shall generalize the notion as well as the theorem of 
Julia t o  general Dirichlet series. Let F(r) be holomorphic 
in a horizontal strip S containing the line t =to.  This line 
shall be called line 7, if in each horizontal strip containing 
e=-* - U  
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this line, and contained in S, F ( s )  takes infinitely many 
times each value, except a t  most one. 
We may define horizontal lines with even more specific 
properties than those of a line 7. Let us suppose, once 
more, that  F ( s )  is holomorphic in the horizontal strip S(R)  
of width 2 R  defined by the inequality /t-toI <R, and let 
us consider the family J of functions of z defined by 
f(z, a) =F(u+ito+z), ( -  a < a <  a). Each of these functions 
is holomorphic in C(0, R) ,  tha t  is to  say, the circle I z I <R. 
If the family J is not normal in C(0, R)  there exists, in 
C(0, R), at  least one irregular point [15], zo =xo+iyo, tha t  
is t o  say, a point such tha t  for no E > O  is the family J nor- 
mal in C(zo, E ) = (  Iz-zoI  <e). The straight line t =to+yo 
will be called a line Jo. Clearly a line J o  is a line since, if J o  
were not a line 7 there would exist an E > O  such. that  in 
C(zo, E )  the functions of the family J would take only a 
finite number of times two distinct values a and b (a # b ) ,  
and it would then be normal, contrary to  the definition of 
a line Jo,  In  other words, a line J' has more precise prop- 
erties than a line 7. A corresponding remark was already 
made with respect t o  lines J [15]. 
We shall now prove a theorem of a more specific nature 
than Theorem XXII, or even more specific than the state- 
ment which is contained in the remark at  the end of Chap- 
ter VI. It is true that  the conditions on (A,) have to  be 
those of Theorem XXIV, the function F ( s )  has to  be entire, 
and the strip horizontal, the  width of which depends as 
well on D as on the order ( R )  of the function F ( s ) .  
THEOREM XXV. If F ( r )  = a,e-ks with ucF= - a, 
lim inf(X,+l -A,) >0, and ;f the order (R) of F ( s )  is p >0, 
then i n  each horizontal strip S(na) of width 2na, with 
w = r o  
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a > m a x  D - , there exists a l ine J" (which i s  therefore a 
l ine 7). 
The proof of this theorem depends on Theorems XXII, 
XXIV, and on an interesting theorem of Valiron [20] 
which generalizes Picard's theorem to  an angle. We shall 
state this result (here Lemma XI )  for a horizontal strip. 
LEMMA XI. If F(5)  i s  holornorphic i n  a horizontal strip 
2n containing a clored horizontal strip s =s , of width -, 
i n  which the order of F(5)  i J  larger than  21, then F ( s )  takes in 2 
3 infinitely many times each value, except at most one j ini te  
value. 
We shall only indicate that the proof of this lemma de- 
pends on the well known theorem of Schottky by which if 
a function f ( z )  =co+clz+ a - is holomorphic in I z  I < 1 and 
does not take, in this circle, the two values 0 and 1, then 
there exists a function K(u,  u )  < m such that, in 
A precision of this theorem, which is also needed for Valiron's 
proof, was given by Landau [20] : K(u,  v) < K1'u), - where 
Kl(u)  < m depends only on u. 
In  order t o  prove Theorem XXV it is then sufficient t o  
make the following remarks: Suppose tha t  the strip S(na)  
is given by j t - t o )  <Tu, and let us choose e > O  such tha t  
a --E >max D, - . By Theorem XXIV, the order pa of 
F(5)  in the strip SI given by It -to 1 <n(a  - e )  is equal t o  p.  
On putting y =-& we see tha t  p >?, and, by Lemma XI, 
F(s )  takes in SI infinitely many times each value except a t  
( 93 
(3 Y 
< e  ( o < e < i ) ,  If(z)I S K ~ ,  e). 
1 - v  
( 2 
a--E 2 
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most one. The condition b) of Theorem XXII cannot there- 
fore be satisfied in S(aa), hence, by the remark a t  the end of 
Chapter VI, the family J of functions f(z, r )  =F(a+ito+z) 
is not normal in IzI <nu, and there exists an irregular point 
zo=xo+iyo  with jzol <nu (obviously, since D<u,  the con- 
ditions of Theorem XXII are satisfied if the conditions of 
Theorem XXV are satisfied). The line given by t =to+yo 
is a line J o  which is situated in S(TU). 
For functions of positive order, Theorem XXV contains 
Julia's theorem on entire functions. Indeed if F(J) =Cane-nS, 
(rcF = - 03 ), is of order (R) equal t o  p >O, since here D 5 1 
we see that  if k is an integer such that  k >ma,( 1, +), F(s )  
P 
has a line 7 in the horizontal strip l t l  <ka. But since F ( s )  
is periodic of period 2a i ,  this function has a line 7 in the 
strip ltl sn. That  is to  say, ~ ( z )  =Cu,,zn has a line J .  
In  one of his papers A. Bloch (see [17]) has suggested, 
without proof whatsoever, the following principle : if a prop- 
erty (P) bearing on sequences of complex numbers is such 
that  from the fact that  f u n ]  has this property and from 
lim s u p - i / L l  = l  it follows that the point of affix eie is a 
singularity for the series Cu,zn, then from the fact that  
(b,] satisfies the property (P) and from l imq&=O should 
follow that  the entire function given by Cbnzn admits the 
line of argument 0 issuing from the origin as a line J .  
This principle, necessarily somewhat vague as to the char- 
acter of the property (P), was justified some years later by 
many interesting theorems. The first important contribu- 
tions in that  direction were made by G. P6lya [17]. Let 
(A,) be a sequence of increasing positive integers. N ( x )  
being the distribution function of { A n ] ,  P6lya introduced 
the notion of maximum density 3 which is defined in the 
following manner: let us set for 0 5 5 1 : 
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This expression tends to  a limit as 4 tends increasingly to  1, 
and 
(102) 
It is easily seen that  9 h D .  Indeed, E > O  given, from 
the definition of D it follows that  there exists a sequence 
{ x i ]  tending to  infinity, such that  N ( x J  > (D -€)xi(; 2 1) 
and such that  for 0 < ,$ < 1, fixed, N(&;)  < (D+E)  [xi, hence 
'D= lim ? ) ( E ) .  
€ = l - O  
and 
Since E > O  is arbitrary we see that  9 ( 4 )  ZD, and also 
9 2 D. It is obvious, since the A,, are integers, that  9 5 1. 
Pblya proved that,  if the  Taylor series Ca,,zX" (A, integers) 
represents an entire function f(z) of order 6 = a, then f(z) 
admits a line J in each angle with the vertex a t  the origin 
and of opening equal t o  2a9. 
Pblya's theorem is the first t o  justify Bloch's remark, 
since by a theorem also due to Pblya [17], if such a Taylor 
series instead of representing an entire function has a finite 
radius of convergence, equal say to  unity, then it has a 
singularity on each arc of length 2 a 9  of the circle of con- 
vergence. 
I t  is seen that  Theorem XXV is more general than P6lya's 
theorem for the following reasons: in Theorem XXV, 
lo)  a Dirichlet series is considered instead of a Taylor series; 
2O) the order is supposed to  be only positive instead of being 
supposed to  be equal t o  infinity; 3O) if the order is equal t o  
infinity Theorem XXV gives immediately the following one: 
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THEOREM XXVI. If F ( r )  = C ane-xns with ucF = - a, 
lim inf(X,+l -An) >0, and ij the order ( R )  of F ( s )  i s  p = cc , 
then in each horizontal strip of width 2 r a ,  with a > D, there 
exists a l ine JQ. 
Thus, this statement, even if the A, are, moreover, sup- 
posed to  be integers, is more general than Pblya's statement, 
since 9 2 D. 
Another remark which seems to  be of a fundamental 
character can be made. For theorems concerning singulari- 
ties the notion of maximum density, 9, seems to be inherent 
in the subject, as far as the study of singularities on the ax is  
of convergence is concerned, since, for instance, in Pblya's 
theorem mentioned above, and concerning the singularities 
on the circle of convergence, the quantity 9 can certainly 
not be replaced by D. Therefore it seems that,  even if a 
profound analogy does exist between the study of singular- 
ities and that  of lines J (or J),  the second subject is of a 
more elementary character, a t  least the conditions required 
for the existence of lines J are simpler than those for the 
existence of singularities on the axis of convergence (or on 
segments of this axis of specified length). 
As a corollary of Theorem XXVI let us state the follow- 
ing one. 
THEOREM XXVII. If F ( s )  = ane--xfis with goF = - C Q ,  
lim inf(A,+l -A,) >0, D =0, and ij the order ( R )  of F ( s )  i s  
p = 03 then each line t =to with  to  arbitrary, is a l ine Jo. 
This theorem was proved, for Taylor series, by P6lya. 
Let us finally mention that  Theorem XXIV was also proved 
by Pblya for Taylor series, however, with the quantity 9 
playing the r81e of D. 
n =  m 
n = m  
